SAFETY ADVICE

DRYMIX PAVE-SET
PAVE-SET is a jointing material specially formulated to allow rapid filling
of vertical joints between segmented clay and masonry pavers.
For use on flexible pavements only.

Skin/eye Irritation
• Freshly mixed mortar, concrete and grout may cause skin irritation. Prolonged exposure may result in alkaline
burning and dermatitis.
• Avoid contact with the skin by wearing suitable gloves and clothing.
• In the event of contact, wash skin immediately with clean water to help minimize possible irritation.
• If any material gets into the eyes, wash immediately and repeatedly with eye wash solution or clean water.
• If irritation persists, seek medical advice.
Respiratory Irritation
• This material may contain a quantity of crystalline silica and suitable respiratory equipment should be used
when handling.
• When cutting or abrading concrete keep it wet to avoid creation of hazardous dust. Always wear suitable
protective clothing and use respiratory equipment.
PAVE-SET has been specially formulated using graded, washed sand and additives to allow rapid filling of all
vertical joints in segmental paving.
PAVE-SET is a jointing material which generally conforms to guidelines for jointing material set out by the Clay
Brick and Paver Institute’s ‘Design Manual One’ for Segmental Paving Units.
PAVE-SET is suitable for use in the following areas:
1. Driveways
2. Footpaths
3. Where mobile vacuum sweepers are used
4. Sloping sites
5. In high wind areas
6. Roadways/Airport Standing areas (Where Designed)
PAVE-SET must be used in accordance with the following directions:
PAVE-SET must be spread onto dry pavers and swept into all vertical joints until completely filled. The paved area
must then be swept clean of PAVE-SET and receive at least two passes of a plate vibrator to ensure compaction
of tight joints. A rubber roller attachment or carpet can be used under the plate to protect the paver from damage.
Check with the paving supplier as to the suitability of compacting pavers 50mm or less in thickness.
The joints should then be topped up by sweeping more PAVE-SET over the area prior to a final compaction
consisting of at least two more passes of the plate vibrator.
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Before applying an even spray of clean water over the pavement, you must ensure that all excess PAVE-SET is
swept clean from the surface of the pavers to avoid PAVE-SET adhering to the surface.
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Suggest a small (1m) be conducted to ascertain paver suitability (moisture and surface texture) prior to full
application.
PAVE-SET, once dried will remain flexible and allow slight movement of pavers without cracking. Your paved
area will be ready for use after a minimum of 24 hours setting time.
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Ph: 0800 379 746 www.drymix.co.nz
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Thorough gradual soaking of the PAVE-SET area should be completed to allow water to penetrate through the
jointing material.

20 - 30 KG

CONSIDER A TWO MAN LIFT OR
MECHANICAL AID

CAUTION

SAFETY NOTE

A 20kg bag of PAVE-SET is heavy. Please remember to use two
people when lifting to avoid back strain.

